independent school

Even at the youngest ages,
children already think independently.
They ask amazing questions. They explore and experiment.
They naturally seek to help others. Bayview Glen’s
vigorous, inquiry-based programme cultivates children’s
inquisitive, empathetic, independent minds while consciously
shaping them as profoundly engaged international citizens.

independent school
Bayview Glen offers a truly
transformative educational experience.
A coeducational independent school,
we intentionally create a welcoming,
vibrantly diverse community,
guided by inspiring teachers and
fueled by a forward-looking curriculum.
No wonder our graduates go on
to change the world.

Here’s how Bayview Glen defines education...

At Bayview Glen, students
travel abroad to see and think deeply.
Through our internationally engaged
curriculum, closely connected to our
Round Square programme, students question
Attending a global conference
in Asia gave my son
a perspective unequaled
through books or screen.

literal and conceptual borders. They learn how
events and ideas reveal and depend upon
their global contexts. They forge lasting
friendships across nations.

–Barb Mason, parent

cosmo politan
As children grow up with us,
we ensure they become true global citizens:
endlessly curious, culturally sophisticated,
and genuinely committed to all people’s
success and well-being.

I love that my multicultural
school has made me
much more thoughtful
and aware.
–Grade 12 student

Here, coeducation just begins with boys
and girls gaining insight from each other.

To us, coed also means collaborating
frequently and intentionally.
It means building school-wide mentoring programmes.
It means learning to lead—and to follow—
kindly and effectively through an
abiding awareness of context and audience.
We work together now,
so we can work together
in the future.
–Grade 5 student

co education
In our strongly cooperative, exceptionally diverse,
eminently egalitarian culture, your child learns from
all our community members—as they learn from your child.
At Bayview Glen, coeducation means we’re all in this together.

My children thrive in this
diverse environment and benefit
from a real world experience.
—Rosa Braga-Mele, parent

By taking lessons
learned in economics
and computer science,
I founded my own start-up.
–Grade 12 student

Our inquiry-based, hands-on,
entrepreneurial curriculum takes your
child’s learning to a higher level.
Every day, in every class,
we challenge and equip our students
to frame significant questions,
make informed predictions, and
create real solutions.

meta cognitive
Throughout the process, our expert teachers
ensure all students know and employ
the specific ways each of them thinks and
learns best—so they can take charge
of their education, make thoughtful, ethical,
creative decisions, and effect
meaningful change all their lives.

Our teachers empower us
to create a vision
for ourselves that is rooted
in values and knowledge.
–Grade 11 student

At Bayview Glen, digital technology serves as
a powerful tool for conducting research,
developing solutions, and making connections.

But technology never drives our
curriculum—it’s the other way around.

Our intentional technology
strategy puts learning
at the heart of what we do.
–Garth Nichols, Director
of Teaching and Learning

techno logical
We ensure your child uses technology nimbly,
creatively, and responsibly to spark fresh insights
and reveal unexpected opportunities.
Guided by our caring, savvy teachers,
your child investigates a versatile range
of learning systems—and wields them expertly.

By integrating technology into
the curriculum, teachers
champion a culture of innovation.
–Eric Borromeo, parent

Traveling to China to help teach
technology skills to students
had a profound impact on me.
–Grade 10 student

Whether we’re helping feed the hungry
in our own neighbourhood, or working to
provide clean drinking water on the
other side of the globe, service to
our community, nation, and world
forms a core element of who we are
at Bayview Glen.

human kind
In every service project, we commit
to engaging every participant’s full humanity.
Your child experiences the joy and responsibility
of harnessing personal strengths
and talents on others’ behalf while forging
profound and lasting relationships,
one by one.

On a daily basis, my children
form connections that
foster confidence, humility, and
emotional intelligence.
–Brendon Pooran, alum and parent

Through vigorous, inclusive programmes and clubs,
we sharpen skills and strengthen cooperation.
Competing in basketball or badminton,
building a robot or a model space colony,
your child nourishes talents and interests
both known and previously hidden—
and helps bring them out in others.
Participating in our award
winning robotics programme
builds crucial life skills.
–Jesse Denison, teacher and coach

team play
At Bayview Glen, we compete fiercely
but also connect deeply.
We believe everyone can contribute significantly
to every team effort—so we encourage
your child to enjoy and pursue a wide range of experiences
to build genuine confidence, increasing expertise,
and enduring friendships.

It’s amazing how the coaches
nurture enthusiasm for sport
in every team member.
–Christina Budweth Mingay, parent

We know true art requires
intelligence, expertise, and resolve.
That’s why our comprehensive arts
programme spurs your child to
explore and imagine while developing
Our arts teachers
instill the belief that
the power of wonder
is limitless.
–Dina Astrella,
Assistant Head Prep School

the technical skills and critical insights
that allow originality to flourish.

art work
Through music, drama, dance,
and visual art, we inspire your child
to find new ways to see and think;
to express ideas eloquently, confidently,
and memorably; and to approach every
challenge as a creative opportunity.

Being immersed in such
a nurturing culture allows
my son to foster his imagination.
–Adriana Dybala, parent

Here’s what

independent school

means to us

Learning and flourishing from 2 to 18
Thriving on two closely connected campuses, our invigorating
coeducational programme welcomes the youngest preschoolers
and guides them, step-by-step, to become intelligent,
compassionate, proactive international citizens.

Creating a culture of wonder—and action
Our expert, dedicated teachers propel our students to new heights
of curiosity and discovery. Through our state-of-the-art, inquirybased, accelerated curriculum, students and teachers work together
to ask meaningful questions and create real-world solutions.

Forging lifelong connections worldwide
Through our internationally engaged curriculum, combined
with the leadership-building Round Square programme,
Bayview Glen students develop an exceptional multicultural
aptitude—ensuring they collaborate thoughtfully and productively,
and form true friendships across borders.

Bringing forth our common humanity
At Bayview Glen, service isn’t just something we do—it’s who
we are. Intentionally shaping creative, effective world citizens,
we provide local, national, and international opportunities
for our students to extend their empathy and talent—and to
learn from everyone they serve.

Celebrating difference—and similarity
Bayview Glen’s uncommonly diverse school community forms
a vibrant microcosm of the wider world. Our multitalented
school family, led by our dynamic Parent Guild and fueled by
dedicated alumni, supports and inspires all our students—
and takes profound pride in their success.

Building courage and cooperation
Bayview Glen’s inclusive yet highly competitive teams and
clubs empower students to challenge themselves while
supporting and encouraging one another. From athletics
to dramatics to robotics, students develop a genuinely
collaborative mindset as they strive to do and be their best.

Exploring expression and changing perspective
Our comprehensive arts programme, including visual arts,
drama, music, and dance, fosters confidence and cultivates
originality. As they explore a wide range of expressive forms,
students develop the technical skills and critical insights
necessary to create true art.

Looking toward the future with full confidence
Bayview Glen students graduate as caring, perceptive, deeply
engaged cosmopolitans, fully prepared for post-secondary
studies at home and abroad. Equally important, they step
forth with the intellectual and personal fortitude to thrive in
a world of ever-accelerating change.

When children
graduate from Bayview Glen,
they’re fully prepared for
post-secondary studies at home and abroad.
And they go forth with the intellectual stamina,
cultural aptitude, genuine compassion,
and necessary self-awareness to
take on any endeavour.

re viewing
Might our school
be right for your family?
We invite you to visit us and find out.

For more information, or to schedule a tour,
please go to www.bayviewglen.ca.

275 Duncan Mill Road
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3H9
416.443.1030 bayviewglen.ca

